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Prechter
The Elliott Wave Theorist
August 1985

Popular Culture
and the Stock Market
Most people believe that stock market movement is caused by
fundamental economic and political conditions and events. Experienced
stock market watchers have recognized that such events “cast their
shadow before,” on the stock exchange. However, the assumption even
among veteran market students is that the stock market foreshadows
events because “smart money” is correctly guessing future events. This
report is an attempt to lend some justification† to an alternate explanation. The reasoning is as follows:
1) Popular art, fashion and mores are a reflection of the dominant
public mood.
2) Because the stock market changes direction in step with these
expressions of mood, it is another coincident register of the dominant
public mood and changes in it.
3) Because a substantial change in mood in a positive or negative
direction foreshadows the character of what are generally considered
to be historically important events, mood changes must be considered
as possibly, if not probably, being the basic cause of ensuing events.
Both a study of the stock market and a study of trends in popular
attitudes support the conclusion that the movement of aggregate stock
prices is a direct recording of mood and mood change within the investment community, and by extension, within the society at large. It is
†

This report is designed as a rough introduction to an idea, not a
final statement. My intention is to indicate a field of study that others
may wish to pursue. All facts presented herein were checked, most with
first-hand sources but some with second-hand sources (particularly in
the pre-1950s data), which may have produced errors. I would appreciate notice of any errors, which will be corrected in any future printing(s).
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clear that extremes in popular cultural trends coincide with extremes in
stock prices, since they peak and trough coincidentally in their reflection of the popular mood. The stock market is the best place to study
mood change because it is the only field of mass behavior where specific, detailed and voluminous numerical data exists. It was only with
such data that R.N. Elliott was able to discover the Wave Principle,
which reveals that mass mood changes are natural, rhythmic and precise. The stock market is literally a drawing of how the scales of mass
mood are tipping. A decline indicates an increasing “negative” mood
on balance, and an advance indicates an increasing “positive” mood on
balance.
Major historic events which are often considered important to the
future (i.e., economic activity, lawmaking, war) are not causes of change;
they are the result of mass mood changes that have already occurred.
The reason that such events are lagging indicators of mood change is
that it takes a good deal of time and an extensive swing in mood throughout the populace for the shared mood change to result in such events.
For instance, to motivate a society or a body which represents the society to undertake a collective action such as creating a sweeping new
law, electing a new regime or starting a war, the new mood must have
taken root throughout much of the society and reached extreme proportions.
In some cases, extremes in mood permit actions that impose a
structural (usually political) rigidity on the society. The effects of this
institutionalization may continue to be felt for a long period because it
takes time to mobilize machinery and play out the consequences of the
actions initially taken at the extreme point of mass mood. As an example, the collective mood in Germany in 1933 was so negative that its
expression resulted in the granting of power to Adolf Hitler. Although
the underlying public mood was changing toward the less negative from
that date forward, the consequences of that popular action took twelve
years to play out because the representatives of the negative popular
mood at the low gained such great political power. The collective mood
in the United States also reached a negative extreme in 1933, the year
the depression hit its depths. As one manifestation, enrollment in and
disruptive activity by the Communist Party in the United States peaked
in the 1930s. In contrast to the German experience, however, those
forces never achieved political control, so the improving mood was
allowed to express itself in the years that followed.
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Any activity that by its nature quickly reflects a change in how
people in general feel is a coincident indicator of mood change and
thus an advance indicator of important social events. A person communicates his mood when he puts on a record, chooses a movie, decides
what sporting event to see or chooses a book to read. Many people, as
is obvious from the swings in elections, base their votes on their thencurrent mood rather than on rational thought. The availability in a free
society of numerous books, records, styles, entertainment events and
candidates to choose from is a requisite for the attainment of reliable,
detailed data. The relative popularity of the styles available then reflects the dominant mood. It should be stressed that the record of these
overall societal changes says nothing necessarily about how an individual or a specific group might feel or act, but it is an indication of the
“net” mood of the society at large (and apparently at times of humanity
at large). For the overall change in mood to express itself, all that is
required is for some particularly susceptible people to undergo a substantial change in mood and/or for most people to undergo some change
in mood. The latter explanation is more convincing to this writer, after
ten years of watching individuals’ behavior as the stock market ebbs
and flows. In this case, those individuals whose state of mind placed
them closest to taking action in the direction of the changing trend can
be stirred to action as a result of just a slight change in mood, which
pushes them past the threshold. The further the swing in public mood
carries, the larger will be the number of people stirred to action.
If mass mood change is indeed the cause, and its manifestation a
visible indicator, of coming social events, then evidence of mood change
is the single most important area of discovery for those who wish to
peek into the future of social events. In the world of popular culture,
“trendsetters” and the avant-garde must be carefully observed since
their ideas are often an expression of the leading edge of public mood.
Trends in music, movies, fashion, literature, television, popular
philosophy, sports, dance, automobile styling, mores, sexual identity,1
family life, campus activities, politics and poetry all reflect the prevailing mood, sometimes in subtle ways. Noticeable changes in
slower-moving mediums such as the movie industry more readily reveal changes in larger degrees of trend, such as the Cycle. More sensitive
mediums such as television change quickly enough to reflect changes
in the Primary trends of popular mood. Intermediate and Minor trends
are likely paralleled by current song hits, which can rush up and down
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Cultural Manifestation
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the sales charts as people change moods. Of course, all of these media
of expression are influenced by mood changes of all degrees (i.e. extents and time spans). The net impression communicated is a result of
the mix and dominance of the forces in all these areas at any given
moment.
Forecasting the mood changes themselves can best be accomplished through a knowledge of the Wave Principle2 and a study of the
record of the relative strength of “positive mood” and “negative mood”3
manifestations at all degrees of trend. Although the stock market would
probably remain the single best indicator because of its reliably precise
measurement of mood and mood change, other social phenomena could
be detailed, numericized and studied, and used to forecast social events
and even changes in the mood trends themselves when extremes are
achieved. If reliable data on social activities other than stock valuation
were available, we could undoubtedly graph and interpret them with a
similar degree of reliability. The main difficulty in assessing indicators
of mood other than stock prices is the woeful lack of precise numerical
data produced by social “scientists.” A precise, measurable detailing of
sporting event attendance figures, the number of notes and note changes
in popular melodies, the lyrical content of popular songs, story content
in popular books, hemline lengths, tie widths, heel heights, the prominence of various fashion and pop art colors, the angularity vs. roundness
of automobile styling, the construction of various architectural styles
and a host of other reflections of the popular mood, all weighted according to volume of sales, would allow us to read graphs of the public
mood in the same way we read graphs of aggregate stock prices now.
By comparing the evidence to stock price movement, their implications could be assessed and the general hypothesis presented here could
be tested. It is highly likely that plots of the net existence and dominance of these various popular cultural elements on a daily basis would
parallel those of aggregate stock prices and reflect the Wave Principle.
It would take a multi-year research project to gather such data, so for
now some general observations will have to suffice.
Fashion
Stock broker Ralph Rotnem observed, rather casually, that the longterm trends of stock prices and of the hemlines on women’s skirts appear
to be in concert. Skirt heights rose to mini-skirt brevity in the 1920s
and in the 1960s, peaking with stock prices both times. Floor-length
Excerpted from Pioneering Studies in Socionomics. For the latest research in socionomics, take a peek at
the most recent issue of The Socionomist: http://www.elliottwave.com/wave/Meet-The-Socionomist
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fashions appeared in the 1930s and 1970s (the Maxi), bottoming with
stock prices. This is not likely a frivolous observation. In my judgment, it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that a rise in both hemlines
and stock prices reflects a general increase in friskiness and daring
among the population, and a decline in both, a decrease. Because skirt
lengths have limits (the floor and the upper thigh, respectively), the
reaching of a limit would imply that a maximum of positive or negative
mood had been achieved.
Similar changes appear in fashion colors. Bright colors are associated with market tops and dull, dark colors with bottoms. It is not
coincidence, then, that, generally speaking, the smaller the skirt or swimsuit, the brighter the color(s). Floor-length fashions, in turn, are more
often associated with dull, dark colors such as brown, black and gray.
These fashion elements reflect the same general mood. Tie width, heel
height, pants leg style, and flamboyance or conservatism in men’s fashions (remember London’s Carnaby Street, which peaked in influence
when the Value Line topped in 1968?) also fit the trends in the stock
market.
The idea that outside events could cause a rising trend in skirt
heights would appear ridiculous on the surface of it. Skirts’ hemlines
didn’t suddenly jump to above the knee because Lyndon Johnson created ebullience by announcing the formation of the Great Society. Skirt
heights had been rising for years and merely continued along the established trend, as did the trends toward brightly colored clothes and bikinis.
The announcement of the Great Society programs was merely an expression of how far the ebullient mood had carried in the previous 20
years, so far that the public representatives wanted it institutionalized.
In the same way, isn’t it ridiculous to assume that outside events would
cause a rise in the stock market? It appears more sensible to recognize
that the mood reflected by rising stock prices is the impetus for later
grand-scale events.
Popular Art
The late 1960s produced Peter Max, who specialized in adorning
objects for public consumption with bright primary colors. The brightness of color peaked with Day-Glo poster art, which sported shimmering
alive colors when showered with ultraviolet light. The irony of DayGlo art was that it was intended to be viewed in pitch darkness, a curious
mixture of experience (the brightest possible colors in the darkest
Excerpted from Pioneering Studies in Socionomics. For the latest research in socionomics, take a peek at
the most recent issue of The Socionomist: http://www.elliottwave.com/wave/Meet-The-Socionomist
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possible surroundings). Fittingly, it occurred during the transition phase
from peak positive mood to bear market that took place from 1966 to
1969. 1970s’ pop art, produced during the long bear market from 19691982, generally consisted of massive hunks of dark or heavy sculpture,
much of which was detested for its ugliness and later removed. In both
cases, a common question was, “Is it really art?” The avant-garde is
always questioned (properly so), but our concern is not whether it is
art, but whether it expresses a light, bright, positive mood or a heavy,
dark, negative one. The former is found in bull markets and in extremes at market tops; the latter is found in bear markets and in extremes
at market bottoms. (Perhaps an upcoming peak will be accompanied
by brightly colored laser art.)
Movies
While musicals, adventures, and comedies weave into the pattern,
one particularly clear example of correlation with the stock market is
provided by horror movies. Horror movies descended upon the American scene in 1930-1933, the years the Dow Jones Industrials collapsed.
Five classic horror films were all produced in less than three short years.
Frankenstein and Dracula premiered in 1931, in the middle of the great
bear market. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde played in 1932, the bear market
bottom year and the only year that a horror film actor was ever granted
an Oscar. The Mummy and King Kong hit the screen in 1933, on the
double bottom. These are the classic horror films of all time, along
with the new breed in the 1970s, and they all sold big. The message
appeared to be that people had an inhuman, horrible side to them. Just
to prove the vision correct, Hitler was placed in power in 1933 (an
expression of the darkest public mood in decades) and fulfilled it. For
thirteen years, lasting only slightly past the stock market bottom of
1942, films continued to feature Frankenstein monsters, vampires,
werewolves and undead mummies. Ironically, Hollywood tried to introduce a new monster in 1935 during a bull market, but Werewolf of
London was a flop. When film makers tried again in 1941, in the depths
of a bear market, The Wolf Man was a smash hit.
Shortly after the bull market in stocks resumed in 1942, films abandoned dark, foreboding horror in the most sure-fire way: by laughing
at it. When Abbott and Costello met Frankenstein, horror had no power.
That decade treated moviegoers to patriotic war films and love themes.
The 1950s gave us sci-fi adventures in a celebration of man’s abilities;
Excerpted from Pioneering Studies in Socionomics. For the latest research in socionomics, take a peek at
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all the while, the bull market in stocks raged on. The early 1960s introduced exciting James Bond adventures and happy musicals. The milder
horror styles of the bull market years and the limited extent of their
popularity stand in stark contrast to those of the bear market years.
Then a change hit. Just about the time the stock market was peaking, film makers became introspective, doubting and cynical. How far
the change in cinematic mood had carried didn’t become fully clear
until 1969-1970, when Night of the Living Dead and The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre debuted. Just look at the chart of the Dow and
you’ll see the crash in mood that inspired those movies. The trend was
set for the 1970s, as slice-and-dice horror hit the screen. There also
appeared a rash of re-makes of the old Dracula and Frankenstein stories, but as a dominant theme, Frankenstein couldn’t cut it; we weren’t
afraid of him any more. Hollywood had to horrify us to satisfy us, and

Excerpted from Pioneering Studies in Socionomics. For the latest research in socionomics, take a peek at
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it did. The bloody
slasher-on-the-loose
movies were shocking
versions of the ’30s’
monster shows, while
the equally gory zombie films had a modern
twist. In the 1930s,
Dracula was a fitting allegory for the perceived
fear of the day, that the
aristocrat was sucking
the blood of the common people. In the
1970s, horror was perpetrated by a group
eating people alive, not
an individual monster.
An army of dead-butmoving flesh-eating
zombies devouring every living person in
sight was a fitting allegory for the new horror
of the day, voracious
government and the
welfare state, and the
pressures that most
people felt as a result.
The nature of late ’70s’
warfare ultimately reflected the mass-devouring visions, with the destruction of internal populations in Cambodia and China.
Popular Music
Pop music has been virtually in lock step with the Dow Jones
Industrial Average as well. The remainder of this report will focus on
details of this phenomenon in order to clarify the extent to which the
relationship (and, by extension, the others discussed above) exists.
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As a 78-rpm record collector put it in a recent Wall Street Journal
article, music reflects “every fiber of life” in the U.S. The timing of the
careers of dominant youth-oriented (since the young are quickest to
adopt new fashions) pop musicians has been perfectly in line with the
peaks and troughs in the stock market. At turns in prices (and therefore
mood), the dominant popular singers and groups of the time have faded
quickly into obscurity and were replaced by styles that reflected the
newly emerging mood.
The 1920s’ bull market gave us hyper-fast dance music and jazz.
The 1930s’ bear years brought folk music laments (“Buddy, Can You
Spare a Dime?”), and mellow ballroom dance music. The 1932-1937
bull market brought lively “swing” music. 1937 ushered in the Andrews
Sisters, who enjoyed their greatest success during the corrective years
of 1937-1942 (“girl groups” may be a corrective wave phenomenon;
more on that later). The 1940s featured uptempo big band music, which
dominated until the market peaked in 1945-46. The ensuing late-1940s’
stock market correction featured “cool jazz” and mellow love ballad
crooners, both male and female, whose styles reflected the dampened
public mood.
The post-war bull market’s initial advancing wave, wave (1) from
1949 through 1953, brought a flood of new grassroots-style music to
the charts. During that period, 49 Country or Western music titles suddenly sold over a million copies each, and “race” music sold strongly
enough to require its own sales charts in the industry’s trade magazines. Interest in the more powerful black music by whites grew so
strong during the early years of the bull market that Cleveland disc
jockey Alan Freed arranged a “Rock and Roll Party” show in March
1953. Ironically, the show was canceled due to the chaos resulting from
30,000 people (two-thirds of whom were white) demanding to sit in a
10,000-seat arena. It was not re-staged until the exact month in the fall
that kicked off wave (3) of 3, an upside acceleration, in the stock
market’s wave structure.
From that point on, the emerging excitement of an improving public
mood could no longer be contained. The grassroots styles of music
began to merge, and high energy rock ’n’ roll exploded on the scene.
Within a few years, the trendsetters were jitterbugging like crazy to
work off their collective emotional high. By the late ’50s, some of the
doo-wop song tempos were so fast that the singers and musicians could
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barely keep up with the pace. 1959 was the year that wave 3 peaked
and the year that all the joyous, celebrative rock ’n’ rollers’ careers
came to a sudden stop. They either died (Buddy Holly, Eddie Cochran,
Ritchie Valens, and J.P. Richardson), were drafted (Elvis Presley), quit
the scene (Little Richard, Chuck Berry) or faded quickly from popularity (Bo Diddley, Jerry Lee Lewis and a hundred Northeast doo-wop
groups).
Popular music went into what rock ’n’ roll historians consider
somewhat of a stagnancy (producing many great songs, but little innovation) between 1959 and 1962, which just happens to be the period of
the wave 4 stock market correction.4 The correction in stock prices
and the “correction” in popular musical innovation coincided precisely.
This phase was marked by three phenomena in the realm of pop music
and dance: phony made-by-the-record-company “stars,” who were
marketed on the basis of a handsome face or TV popularity and who
copycatted rather than innovated, the emergence of “girl groups” on
the charts and a basic change in social dance with the advent of the
Twist (more on that later). Twist king Chubby Checker (a record-company-created star whose name was borrowed from Fats Domino and
whose hit was stolen from Hank Ballard) and other copycats topped
the charts from 1960 through 1962, then abruptly lost their dominance.5
During these years, Chubby Checker’s popularity was so strong that
his hit, “The Twist,” reached the #1 position on Billboard’s list twice,
once in August 1960 and again in November 1961, a feat not achieved
by any record before or since. If you study the Dow Jones Industrials,
you’ll see that each of these months was the exact month of the peak of
a “B” wave within the Primary wave 4 correction. As readers of Elliott Wave Principle know, “B” waves reflect excitability, and the Twist
let people express it. Checker’s last Top 10 hit peaked on the charts in
September 1962, one month prior to the orthodox bottom of the 3-year
stock market correction.
The energetic, positive emotions that Primary wave 3 exhibited
up to 1959 turned out to be only a warm-up for the euphoric joy expressed by the Beatles and the melodic, harmonic music of the “British
Invasion” and American bands that dominated the charts during Primary wave 5 from 1962 to 1966. The Beach Boys’ first hit made the
charts in September 1962. The Beatles’ first hit was released almost
simultaneously in October 1962, the month of the orthodox bottom in
stocks. It wasn’t until the Beatles’ next release in January 1963 that
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they zoomed to #1 status in Britain and began moving toward their
dominance of the pop-music world. That same month, Chubby
Checker’s final Top Ten hit began dropping from the charts. (Try as he
did over the ensuing years, his message was “out,” and the public would
no longer buy it.) Three months later, the Beach Boys scored their first
Top Ten hit and soared in popularity in the States. During the acceleration phase, wave (3) (not shown on the chart) of 5, the “fun music”
phenomenon exploded as had rock ’n’ roll’s itself in wave (3) of 3. In
January 1964, Britain’s happy music flooded into the U.S. In February, the Beatles accounted for 60% of U.S. record sales and in March,
Meet the Beatles became the biggest selling album in history. During
the entirety of Primary wave 5, the public wanted upbeat, joyous highenergy songs about love and fun, and for three years, they got them,
from the Beatles (12 of their 16 hits of 1964 had the word “love” in the
lyrics), the Beach Boys (whose hit songs included “Dance, Dance,
Dance” and “Fun, Fun, Fun”), various “British Invasion” bands, Motown
artists, Frat Party bands and others. That mood ended promptly with
the bull market.
The first #1 hit by the Rolling Stones appeared in June 1965, the
exact month of the correction low that preceded the final run to new
highs in stocks. After trying for more than a year, the Stones finally
began gaining the upper hand as avant-garde expressors of the popular
mood. Their message was one initially of dissatisfaction and impatience,
about the most strongly negative attitudes the public was willing to
experience. The same month marked a dramatic style change for the
Beatles, separating their three-year “innocent love song” period from
their introspective period, introduced by “Help” and “Yesterday” in
August and October 1965 respectively.6 Precisely these same months
ushered in three years of hard-edged “soul” music by blacks7 and turned
even Bob Dylan’s electrified taunts into hit material. These events
foreshadowed the bull market top just months later in January 1966. In
1966, the Rolling Stones suddenly outdid the Beatles in the number of
Top Ten hits, with themes of drugs, mental breakdown, crying and
death, with their final hit of the year coming in October. Look at the
crash in stock prices from January to October 1966 and see how precisely
it reflected the new mass mood. By mid-1966, says Philip Norman in
Shout, “The latter-day Mersey groups had all gone home to settle down
as pork butchers and damp-course engineers.” The same thing happened
to other happy-music bands who did not change musical direction, such
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as the Beach Boys, Herman’s Hermits, Gary Lewis & the Playboys,
etc., whose strings of Top Ten hits ended abruptly in 1966.8 The public
was now looking for something else and found it in the Stones, Bob
Dylan (who had sung prophetically, “The Times, They Are AChangin’”), soul music, the more worldly British and San Francisco
bands and others. Coincidentally, the name for rhythmic popular music
changed, from “rock and roll” to just plain “rock,” a name that correctly
suggested the hardness of the new musical style.
The Beatles, who remained innovators, did not yet retire, but
changed precisely in line with the times. In August 1966, two months
before that year’s crash bottom in stocks, they announced their retirement from live performing and released an album cover featuring
dismembered toy dolls and bloody joints of meat. The public’s mood
had changed so dramatically that the Beatles as a group suffered a worldwide hate campaign (the stated reasons are irrelevant) even as they
adapted to the new mood. Not coincidentally, as a bull market returned
in late 1966, the “butcher” album cover (now a collector’s item) was
quickly recalled and replaced with a bland photo. In June 1967, the
Beatles “committed suicide,” announcing their reincarnation as a new
band (Sargent Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band) with a complex identity reflecting both the peace/love sentiments of the emerging
psychedelic “flower power” era and the more worldly style that had
been expressed on their previous two albums. This mood mixture precisely reflected the bull market/bear market battle that was raging on
Wall Street, with the secondary indexes heading for new highs against
the Dow Industrials, which had made their orthodox top in January
1966 and were already declining, particularly in real-dollar terms. In a
reflection of the rich sea change in mood that was taking place in those
years, rock music became consciously artistic and flowered in terms of
innovation, creativity, subtlety and complexity, as exemplified by the
compositions and arrangements of Jimi Hendrix, Chicago, Santana,
Quicksilver, Jefferson Airplane, Big Brother, Cream, The Who, Spirit,
The Grateful Dead, Blood Sweat & Tears and a host of other bands.
Then in the fall of 1968, as the secondary stock bull market was
preparing to enter its top, “heavy metal” music entered the scene, as
hits by Iron Butterfly, Deep Purple and Steppenwolf all entered the
charts concurrently. The sudden popularity of this new style at the bottom of the correction preceding the final peak foreshadowed the stock
market top in December 1968 just as the Rolling Stones’ two #1 hits in
the second half of 1965 had foreshadowed the peak of January 1966.
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The peace-love sentiments of the psychedelic era coincided with
the last hurrah in the stock market, which peaked in a speculative frenzy
with new all-time highs in the Value Line index (representing the dominance of secondary stocks). The good intentions found generally in
bull market music peaked at the same time, with a string of studiomanufactured “Bubble Gum” hits, a sickly-sweet extreme in trend.
Despite their agility in navigating the newest change in mood, the Beatles
were apparently still a “bull market” band.9 In January 1969, just as
stock prices turned down and the bear market began to take firm hold,
George Harrison walked out of the tension-filled Let It Be sessions,
foreshadowing the final breakup of the band. Their final recordings,
which had already been in the making, were released later that year.
Innovation, musical creativity and complexity in rock peaked at
the same time, as the flood of ground-breaking bands came to an abrupt
halt. Releases of the new music continued into the new year, and the
momentum carried just long enough to produce the Woodstock festival
that summer, the general disarray of which came off like the celebration of a bear market rally. As a New York ABC radio personality
flatly said later in a front page Wall Street Journal article, “Rock peaked
in 1969.”
The Beatles themselves fought throughout the following year, with
the final split coming in April 1970, as the stock market crashed toward its multi-year low. Let It Be,10 a movie that chronicled the group’s
frictions (in dramatic contrast to their good-natured 1964 and 1965
movies), premiered on May 20, 1970, days from the crash bottom in
stocks and the shootings of students at Kent State University. During
the same period, the pop-music groups and stars that had shaped the
topping phase abruptly fell from popularity, quit, broke up, or died in
droves (Jimi Hendrix, Cass Elliot, Janis Joplin, Jim Morrison, Duane
Allman).
A distinct change in rhythm occurred in the 1970s; it was as if
someone had thrown a bucket of sludge into the pop music machine.
Many songs were presented in a half-speed tempo (i.e., a backbeat every four beats instead of every two, “The Night They Drove Old Dixie
Down,” “I Shot the Sheriff,” “Lonely People,” for example). Some
former hits were re-recorded at dramatically slower tempos (“Breaking
Up Is Hard to Do,” “Handy Man,” “Higher and Higher,” for example).
Ballads were sung an octave lower than the previous average or pounded
out at an agonizingly plodding pace as if the musicians were exhausted
(James Taylor and Barry Manilow, for example). The timing of these
Excerpted from Pioneering Studies in Socionomics. For the latest research in socionomics, take a peek at
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artists’ appearances followed immediately upon the exit of the “topping phase” bands. James Taylor (who, ironically, was discovered by
the Beatles and recorded by Apple) had his first hit, “Fire and Rain,”
on the heels of the 1970 crash bottom in stocks, just a few months after
the Beatles’ breakup. (As with so many of the “negative mood” artists,
his last hit was in 1981, near the end of the negative-mood period.)
Barry Manilow’s first dirge-like hit soared to #1 on the exact week of
the major stock market bottom in December 1974, ending a crash in
mood that expressed itself partly in a general blinding hatred of Richard Nixon, who had been forced from office in a sea of scandal.
(Manilow’s last Top Ten hit fell from the charts in late March, 1980 as
the last of the stock market “massacres” bottomed; he remained in the
lower areas of the charts into 1983.) Dance music also suddenly became slower in 1974, the year of the crash bottom. That year, a
phenomenon known as “bump” music performed the function of bringing dance couples back together again. It was with only a tentative
fanny-bump, but it paved the way for the later emergence of “disco”
dance, which required fully cooperating partners, a typical occurrence
near the end of corrective waves.
While the ballad buyers and dancers felt depressed, the kids felt
angry. The bear market dating from 1966 that accelerated in 1969 supported bands whose accent was on the negative. The Rolling Stones
thrived on themes of war, sex and the devil. Heavy metal bands, which
had originally been satisfied to present merely a noisy, foreboding sound,
adopted a calculated theatrical approach to their recordings and performances and sported names such as Black Sabbath, Blue Oyster Cult,
Queen, AC/DC, The Scorpions and Kiss, suggesting darkness, sexual
ambiguity and general nastiness. In a related development, early psychedelic “garage bands” gave way to groups that specialized in long,
hypnotic compositions with negative-mood themes. The most accomplished and successful of these was Pink Floyd, which formed shortly
after the onset of the wave IV bear market and which eventually became the strongest selling group in “downer theme” history, singing
songs about self-destruction, axe murderers, money grubbing, war and
alienation, all to a comfortably numbing or gratingly distorted
soundtrack. Their classic album Dark Side of the Moon floated continually into the Top 20 album sales charts during the years from 1973
to 1982 (the final bear market year in real terms), when the group’s
popularity began to wane.
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The most extreme musical development of the mid-1970s was the
emergence of punk rock. The lyrics of these bands’ compositions, as
pointed out by Tom Landess, associate editor of The Southern Partisan, resemble T.S. Eliot’s classic poem “The Waste Land,” which was
written during the ’teens, when the last Cycle wave IV correction was
in force (a time when the worldwide negative mood allowed the communists to take power in Russia). The attendant music was as
anti-“musical” (i.e., non-melodic, relying on one or two chords and
two or three melody notes, screaming vocals, no vocal harmony, dissonance and noise), as were Bartok’s compositions from the 1930s. It
wasn’t just that the performers of punk rock would suffer a heart attack
if called upon to change chords or sing more than two notes on the
musical scale, it was that they made it a point to be non-musical
minimalists and to create ugliness, as artists. The early punk rockers
from England and Canada conveyed an even more threatening image
than did the heavy metal bands because they abandoned all the trappings of theatre and presented their message as reality, preaching
violence and anarchy while brandishing swastikas. Their names —
Johnny Rotten, Sid Vicious, Nazi Dog, The Damned, The Viletones,
etc. — and their song titles and lyrics — “Anarchy in the U.K.,”
“Auschwitz Jerk,” “The Blitzkrieg Bop,” “You say you’ve solved all
our problems? You’re the problem! You’re the problem!” and “There’s
no future! no future! no future!” — were reactionary lashings out at the
stultifying welfare statism of England and their doom to life on the
dole, similar to the Nazis’ backlash answer to a situation of unrest in
1920s and 1930s Germany. Actually, of course, it didn’t matter what
conditions were attacked. The most negative mood since the 1930s (as
implied by stock market action) required release, period. These bands
took bad-natured sentiment to the same extreme that the pop groups of
the mid-1960s had taken good-natured sentiment.11 The public at that
time felt joy, benevolence, fearlessness and love, and they demanded it
on the airwaves. The public in the late 1970s felt misery, anger, fear
and hate, and they got exactly what they wanted to hear. (Luckily, the
hate that punk rockers’ reflected was not institutionalized, but then,
this was only a Cycle wave low, not a Supercycle wave low as in 1932.)
The speed of the songs was usually breakneck, as the negative mood
fell into its depths, just as the breakneck speed of doo-wop music from
the late 1950s marked the peak of the energetic mood of wave 3. Ironically, even the punk rock audience had its way of re-introducing a
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“partners touching” style of dance in a unique frenzied frontal ramming-together of each other’s bodies called “slam dancing.” (One way
or another, bear market bottoms bring couples back together!) These
bands’ domination of the airwaves lasted until the early 1980s, when
Cycle wave IV, the great bear market that began in 1966, ended.12
In summary, an “I feel good and I love you” sentiment in music
paralleled a bull market in stocks, while an amorphous, euphoric “Oh,
wow, I feel great and I love everybody” sentiment (such as in the late
’60s) was a major sell signal for mood and therefore for stocks. Conversely, an “I’m depressed and I hate you” sentiment in music reflected
a bear market, while an amorphous tortured “Argh! I’m in agony and I
hate everybody” sentiment (such as in the late ’70s) was a major buy
signal.13
Leading Up to Today
Just as the beginning of Cycle wave IV was a sloppy process with
two peaks (January 1966 and December 1968), its end was as well,
with two bottoms (December 1974 and August 198214). The music scene
between the two tops resembled a complex battle between good and
evil, which, in a sense, it was. The music scene between the two bottoms was schizophrenic as well, with disco music doing its best to affirm
the happy positive and punk rock and heavy metal asserting the dominance of the angry negative. In the early 1980s, the negative mood
manifestations reached extremes that signaled a major bottom, while
truly positive forces (excluding disco itself, which, like the Twist, was
only a transition-phase phenomenon), one by one, began claiming major victories in turning the tide.
The first big victory for the positive-mood forces in general was
the public adoption of “bootstrap” psychology. It was as if people had
tired of the negative and were determined to pull themselves, each as
an individual, out of that mood. The first hint was the jogging fad,
which turned into a full-blown craze for physical self-improvement.
The 1980 method for spreading the craze was through video. Guess
what was popular in that very analogous year (more on that later), 1920:
workout audio. The new-fangled technology of that period gave us
phonograph records to do exercises by. There was a new energy building
in the early 1980s, and humans had to express it by running, lifting and
jumping up and down. This was a coincident indicator of an emerging
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bull market for stocks. (Few embraced exercise in 1970.) This same
“I’m sick of hearing the negative!” psychology was reflected in the
blockbusting popularity of the film, Rocky, which expressed the new
mood that “you can succeed (or at least avoid the natural state of failure)
if you try like hell and push yourself to the limit.” Four years later, a
“bootstrap” president was elected.
The next big hint of change was the emergence of the nostalgia
craze. All of a sudden, the social scene changed, and 1950s styles in
just about everything were adopted. The country witnessed the return
of family values, Disney movies, Ray-Ban sunglasses, campus rest,
Boy Scout popularity, baseball popularity, etiquette, macho men, westerns, marriage and babies. Even nerds became “cool,” and science began
replacing sociology as the study of preference. ’50s’ pop music performers began touring again for “oldie” concerts and showing up, dead
or alive, on TV programs (Jerry Lee Lewis, Elvis, Chuck Berry, Carl
Perkins, etc.). New bands which flatly copied the styles of the 1950s
became popular (Stray Cats), and performers who powerfully resembled
stylists of the 1950s (always with an ’80s’ twist) became stars (Michael
Jackson echoed Elvis Presley’s breathy vocals and girl-melting physical movement; Prince echoed Little Richard’s combination of wildness
and overt sexual lyrics). 1983 in particular witnessed a flood of articles
on fashion, art and culture that reflected “conservative” times reminiscent of the 1950s or early 1920s, when bull markets were young.
At the same time, Christian rock music (Amy Grant, etc.) burst
upon the scene and rose quickly in popularity. Sound tracks by “technopop” bands reflected the herky-jerky computer age while greatly
mellowing the jagged edges of the still-remaining punk influence. Even
the heavy metal band Kiss removed its horror-theatre makeup in the
early 1980s. Melody hadn’t yet returned to a dominant role in pop
music, but the hate element was dissipating.
There was also a discernible shift in the sentiment of popular song
lyrics in the early ’80s. With “All we are is dust in the wind...” still
echoing from Kansas’ hit of February 1978, the month of an intermediate stock market bottom,15 John Lennon16 in late 1980 remained on the
cutting edge of the newest mood by releasing an immensely popular
album of sweet love songs to his family. October 1982 actually brought
a social-commentary style hit that was upbeat, optimistic, and celebrated
the computer and transportation revolution, concluding, “What a beautiful world this will be; What a glorious time to be free,” with a favorable
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mention of the “Stars and Stripes” thrown in for good measure. The
love song returned as an acceptable, if not dominant, theme for pop hits
as the bull market of 1982-1983 took off. Even Lou Reed, an early
leader in ’70s’ “downer theme” music, emerged from obscurity singing, “I Love You, Suzanne”! In 1983, Pink Floyd, after ten years of
popularity, released its last album and broke up as a band. The Who, an
aggressively toned and relatively anarchic rock group whose music
remained a strong seller from the exact start of the negative-mood trend
(having achieved notice originally with an auto-destructive stage act
that included smashing guitars, amps and drums and releasing smoke
bombs), played its last concert and disbanded. [They both reunited
briefly for tours and live albums in subsequent years. —Ed.] Both of
these groups, as well as numerous punk bands, exhausted themselves
under the pressure of the new trend, as happened to the “fun” bands in
1966 and the Beatles in 1970.
After Primary wave 1 peaked in 1983, the ’50s’ craze in music
began to wane. The 1950s’ styles, while still very much in evidence,
yielded dominance to those of the early 1960s, specifically the years
1960-1962, which were transition years prior to the next big bull market advance in stocks. In the dance and music fields, the main trends
that took over in 1984 were break dancing, girl groups and cutesy copycat rockers.
After ten years of “partners touching” disco dancing,17 the new
style, once again having taken hold despite the warnings of doctors and
the dismay of parents, was “break dancing,” the new “Twist.” In 1960,
the Twist was a major event, a basic change in dance style from a partners-touching style of dance to a partners-separate style. It was as if
each dancer had so much energy that to stay together was just too dangerous. The Twist was denounced by doctors as potentially damaging
to the sacroiliac, but the dancers loved it anyway. In the recent transition, it was “break dancing” that pushed partners apart from the
partners-touching disco dancing convention and turned each into a whirling dervish impervious to his doctor’s warnings. Again, everybody “on
the scene” loved it, to the extent that several break dancing movies
became box office hits. The dancing seen on prime time TV programs
today is almost all partners-separate again, as opposed to the myriad
partners-touching disco programs of the late 1970s. The girl-group
phenomenon hardly needs elaboration. Female pop singers have returned in droves, successfully invading the traditionally male idiom
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once again. Some of the biggest sensations of the pop-music world
recently have been women, including the Go-Go’s, the Pointer Sisters,
Madonna, Cyndi Lauper, Tina Turner, Pat Benatar and others. They
own the airwaves, as they did in the early 1960s. As a final parallel
with the early ’60s, lightweight copycat rockers Wham! (like Bobby
Vee and others in 1960-1962) sold records and cavorted on video wearing “Choose Life” T-shirts. Can it be just coincidence that after all
these years, the Everly Brothers staged a packed-house “reunion” concert and Chubby Checker is touring again?
Where Are We Now?
What may be important for signaling another mood change is that
the dominance of women in pop music appears to have reached an
extreme this year. Cyndi Lauper graced the March 4 cover of Newsweek, which featured the lead article, “Rock and Roll: Woman Power.”
In January, USA Today quoted Patti LaBelle (who had her first “girl
group” hit herself in 1962) as saying “We (women) are taking over.”
On May 27, Madonna made the cover of Time. As Paul Montgomery’s
studies of magazine covers would indicate, this year must mark the
peak of girl-group popularity.
Now let’s move up to the present. Playboy and Penthouse magazines, trying to cash in on the girl-singer craze, hoped to sell out their
August issues with nude pictures of Madonna. An interesting thing
happened. Sales were brisk, but not as good as hoped. Remember those
headlines about the one-day crash in Utility stocks on July 29th? “Worst
Day For Utilities in 23 Years,” they read, referring to May 28, 1962,
one month before the price low in the wave 4 correction in stocks and
five months before the orthodox bottom. And as if to seal the fate of the
“available female” as a pop image, Madonna got married last Friday
night (August 16). Meanwhile, the upbeat love-song trend that began
in 1980 and has been flashing in and out of style is again picking up
steam. Even the Beach Boys have been touring again.18 From late 1982
to the present, there has been an undercurrent of happy pop music that,
according to this model, should be about to explode on the scene as the
dominant style, featuring melody, harmony and relative creativity. The
message from the state of today’s popular music is that the uncertain,
corrective phase is nearing its end and that a full-fledged speculative
bull market in mood is preparing to emerge.
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A “fundamental” (i.e., outside of the market itself, but seemingly
related) event that is akin to a bad earnings report after the stock has
declined is the sudden new insistence that popular music albums utilize
a rating system. If lyrics have gotten so disgusting that people are finally reacting, the peak in negative lyrics has passed. This fundamental
event is not unlike Congress’s move during the 1973-1974 bear market
to institutionalize the nation’s depressed pace by mandating a 55-mph
speed limit nationwide. Laws like this merely signal that an extreme
has been reached and therefore that the trend is about to change. They
certainly can’t, short of iron military enforcement (which is an option),
stop a trend that is aching to express itself.
This month, another fascinating event occurred, the release of a
movie entitled, Return of the Living Dead, billed as a spoof of the zombie horror movies. In other words, it’s Abbott & Costello meet the
Zombies. The power of horror is dying right now, strongly suggesting
that Halloween, Part 17 and Friday the 13th, Part 32 will never be
made.19 The newest trend in movie themes is that science and brains
are not nerdy but cool. Films such as Weird Science, My Science Project,
Real Genius and computer-oriented adventure stories are coinciding
with kids’ new desire to run computers and manipulate technology, in
stark contrast to the values of the late 1960s and 1970s. These are all
hints that better times lie ahead.
As with music and movies, it is still too early to characterize the
fashion trends as typical of a major top. Fashion designers keep trying
to re-introduce mini-skirts, but as yet, the public hasn’t rushed to buy
them. On the longer-term trend, women have been slowly raising hemlines, but as one article puts it, “Will they [shorter skirts] sell? ‘I think
they’re real cute as long as they’re not too short,’ says a model from
Tucson.” No, it’s not the late ’20s or ’60s yet! Two-piece bathing suits
are making a comeback, but skimpy bikinis are still worn only by a
minority at the beaches. “Daring colors” are being introduced by some
fashion designers, while reactionaries are trying to re-introduce the
Maxi-skirt as the stock market corrects. The bright colors and shorter
hemlines should win this battle, but while it is still a battle, and until
the newly introduced styles make the covers of Time and Newsweek
and are seen everywhere at the shopping malls, the bull market should
have more to go.
The years 1921 through 1929 experienced a fifth Cycle-degree
wave in stocks, the same wave label and degree of the current bull
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market, which dates from August 1982 in the Dow Industrials. The
parallels today with the mid-1920s (a period similar to the early 1960s)
are becoming more and more obvious. There have been a number of
parallel economic phenomena occurring in recent years, including the
end of inflation in 1980, which corresponds to the inflationary peak of
1920, the end of the constant-dollar Dow’s bear market in 1982, which
corresponds to the same event in 1921, the current runaway inflation in
South America, which corresponds to the same phenomenon in 1923
Germany, and the proposal to eliminate legal margin requirements for
stock purchases, a widely recognized prerequisite for the speculative
heights achieved in the bull market of the 1920s. More to the point,
however, is that the social scene of today is beginning to resemble that
of the mid-1920s, with advertisements for “Great Gatsby” parties and
articles about computer business multi-millionaires whose new-found
goal is to party all night long. As yet, however, evidence that the partycrazed mini-skirted late ’20s have arrived is not to be found. By the
time Cycle wave V is over, the trendsetters should have reached that
point, living life in a new version of the late ’20s and mid-to-late ’60s.
There are many indications that Cycle wave V is a nostalgia wave
that is doing its best to re-create the glories of the past. (I don’t know
whether the 1920s exhibited a similar tendency.) In stocks, it should
end with the old-line Dow Industrials providing the final run. In politics, the longing to return to “old-time values” elected a president. In
fashion, nostalgia has its hand on the helm, and the speeded-up replay
of the fashions of Cycle wave III should continue right into a re-creation of the mini-skirted, foppish, frenzied peak of the late 1960s.
“There’s definitely a ’60s’ inspiration in today’s hair fashions,” says a
representative of Vidal Sassoon on TV, “not a copying, but a creative
inspiration....” The pop-music world is rushing through a re-creation
of the trends in the 1940s (Linda Ronstadt’s prom-queen music revival), 1950s and 1960s. In fact, re-formations of groups from the 1960s
and small-scale tours and TV appearances are beginning already.
What is the implication of nostalgia as a driving cultural force?
One of the observations revealed by a study of the Wave Principle is
that third waves are accompanied by increasingly favorable “fundamental” news events, while fifth waves’ fundamentals are less
impressive by comparison. In a similar way, ’50s’ & ’60s’ music, produced during a third wave, was a strong step forward because it was
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innovative, while ’80s’ music is less impressive because it’s derivative. (The great symphonic music was undoubtedly produced during
the latter stages of a third wave of Supercycle and/or Grand Supercycle
degree.) For those who lived through the 1950s and 1960s, the modern
echo has been hollow, in the same way that the bull market in stocks
has lacked the solid breadth (percentage of stocks advancing) of the
bull market of 1942-1966. In other words, all indications are that the
advance in mood which began in 1982 is a fifth (Cycle wave V), and
that ultimately, this wave, in all its manifestations, is doomed to usher
in another collapse in stocks and in mood. In the meantime, enjoy it,
profit from it, and don’t sell it short too soon.
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NOTES
1

Men are more “masculine” during bull markets, and women more
“feminine.” “Feminism” gains power during corrections, as it did in the
1850s during Supercycle wave (II), around World War I during Cycle
wave IV of (III), and again in the 1970s, during Cycle wave IV of (V).
2 History suggests that creativity in all fields (entrepreneurial,
philosophic, literary, scientific, musical, etc.) peaks with third waves.
3 Evidence of these directional forces lends support to the idea of
Yin and Yang in Eastern philosophy. It will take the approach of a
Western frame of mind, however, to gather and interpret the specific
data to substantiate the concept.
4 Artists such as Ricky Nelson, Bobby Vee and the Everly Brothers
took over. Their sweet melodies and harmonies kept them popular
through the 1959-1962 correction. Their consecutive string of hits ended
in 1962 in both cases.
5 “Girl groups” continued to produce hits into 1964 until the Beatles
took over, and on a lesser scale right into the orthodox top in January
1966; after that time, the only women who could make it in rock music
were the ones who could act rougher than men, such as Grace Slick and
Janis Joplin.
6 In “Help!”, John Lennon sang, “Help me if you can, I’m feeling
down; Help me get my feet back on the ground; Won’t you please, please
help me?” In “Yesterday”, Paul McCartney sang, “Yesterday all my
troubles seemed so far away; Now it looks as though they’re here to
stay....”
7 Soul music singers went out of style in 1969, so their reign
covered the period of the double top in stocks.
8 These bands’ appearance at lower levels on the charts continued
until late 1968-early 1969, ending abruptly with the second top in the
bull market. Brian Wilson, leader of the Beach Boys, went into seclusion
and suffered psychological problems.
9 Paul McCartney, particularly, kept in tune with the last gasp of the
bull market that had carried to new highs in the secondary stock indexes.
John Lennon, on the other hand, switched immediately and powerfully
into the new mood. His post-1965 song contributions became darker and
darker until his input on the White Album in 1968 prompted these
(admiring) liner notes:
The harshness of the imagery is, if anything, even harsher;
‘The eagle picks my eye/The worm he locks my bone.’ Black
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birds, black clouds, broken wings, lizards, destruction. And, most
grotesque of all, there is a terrifying track just called ‘Revolution
9,’ which comprises sound effects, overheard gossip, backwardstapes, janglings from the subconscious memories of a floundering
civilisation. Cruel, paranoiac, burning, agonised, hopeless, it is
given shape by an anonymous bingo voice which just goes on
repeating ‘Number nine, number nine, number nine’—until you
want to scream.

As a trend setter, Lennon, whose popular career began in 1962 with
(effectively) the simple emphatic announcement, “the bull market is
on!” was saying simply and increasingly emphatically, “the bear market
is on,” a statement that began with “Help!” in August 1965.
10 The Beatles’ last album, of the same title, was labeled not with a
green apple symbol but with a red one. This simple statement not only
indicated that they knew, unlike many groups who self-destructed, exactly “where they were” but that they understood on some level the
importance of their band’s demise.
11 A number of socially conscious people have attacked negativesentiment movies, rock music, literature and art as causing a pervasive
negative psychology, an inversion of the relationship. One wonders if
they give the same styles of artistic expression the credit for causing
good feelings in the 1950s and early 1960s. The only reason the underlying sentiments are manifested is that Western culture enjoys freedom
of expression. To remove that would remove the manifestation but not
the reality behind it, which would merely be vented via other avenues. A
case could be made that musical, artistic, literary and sports expression
of negative sentiments is a healthy release, as opposed to some possible
alternatives. Negative-mood music and sports, for instance, do not exist
to make the listener or watcher feel bad. If that were so, it wouldn’t sell.
On the contrary, it makes people feel good because it mirrors their
feelings. Hearing a happy song when you feel angry is an annoyance. It
can actually make you feel worse. An angry song says, “Go ahead and
feel your anger,” which probably helps dissipate it. Imagine how you
would feel in a rigid society which only allowed elevator music. Would
you really walk around all day with a bland smile on your face, or would
you eventually want to lash out, screaming?
12 One of the last gasp punk (renamed “new wave” in the U.S.,
whose music buyers didn’t feel as angry as their British cousins) groups
managed to put out this record two years ago, apparently misspelling its
own name:
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Fibonnaccis, Fibonnaccis (Enigma): The country’s
most obscure cult band releases a three-song, 12-inch 45
rpm record.
13

The sexual progression in pop music from 1954 to 1974 which
appears to be beginning again as of the early 1980s, is, Men: “I’m a
man!”; Women: “I’m cute and available — come and get me!” (speeding
up the dance); Men: “I love you!” Men: “Enough happiness; I need
thrills!” Men and Women: “Let’s get D-I-V-O-R-C-E-D.” Men and
Women: “Let’s kiss, make up, and have a slow dance.”
14 A climax of sorts also seems to have occurred in early 1980,
coinciding with the last of three yearly stock market “massacres,” the
lowest recorded value for the Dow Jones Industrials since early in the
rise off the 1974 low, and the lowest value for stocks in terms of gold
since 1932.
15 Intermediate highs and lows also correlate with hit songs. Paul
McCartney’s “Silly Love Songs” (which implored, “Some people want
to fill the world with silly love songs — what’s wrong with that?”) was
the biggest hit of 1976, the year of an important intermediate-term top in
the Dow.
16 Lennon’s early ’70s’ music fit into the hard-edged sound with
grating protest songs and long recordings of his wife’s distinctive
caterwauling. After a five-year hibernation in the late ’70s, he again
burst on the scene in 1980 with “(Just Like) Starting Over,” effectively
announcing, earlier than the crowd, the start of another bull market. He
was murdered a month later by someone who was still caught in the grip
of the slowly dying bear, which didn’t breathe its last until a year and a
half later.
17 Linda Ronstadt engineered a brief revival among older people of
crooning ballads and partners-touching ballroom dancing in 1984, around
the Primary wave 2 low.
18 Remember James Watt’s embarrassment when he canceled the
Beach Boys concert in Washington, D.C. in 1983 to keep out “undesirable elements”? Everyone laughed because the Beach Boys don’t attract
undesirable elements — they’re a bull market band.
19 An even more horrible slew of movies and songs will undoubtedly be released at the bottom of the next Supercycle (and perhaps Grand
Supercycle) crash, due in the 1990s. [2000s. — Ed.] There are many
straws in the wind of very bad things to come. The appearance of AIDS,
for instance, is the most serious plague-like threat since the Dark Ages.
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A Few Examples of Applied Social Observation
(Reprinted from Robert Prechter’s Elliott Wave Theorist)

February 7, 1983
What’s the social scene like these days? Roaring ’20s’ parties,
’30s’ style gangland “hits,” tramp camps for the unemployed, falling
prices, conservative values, increasing religion, a move to “clean up
42nd Street” and fashion from the ’20s and ’50s. All are part of the
typical social background in the early stages of a long bull market.

Get out circle skirts, pedal pushers;
’50s come sashaying back into style
And what is the venerable Hemline Theory saying? The split skirt,
a perfect symbol for the split market of the late ’70s, is “out.” Conservative dress is “in,” and minis are still nowhere to be seen. Remember,
rising hemlines, not high hemlines, coincide with healthy bull markets.
If the mini-skirt returns, it may signal the approaching peak of a bull
market (the last mini came out in 1967 in England and hit the U.S. in
1968). In other words, the social and mass psychological extremes occur together. So be happy if the move back to minis takes awhile.
August 18, 1983
The position of the market under the Wave Principle is a direct
reflection of how people feel about the future. Wave positions analogous to those that have occurred in the past are often accompanied by
similar attitudes among the public and therefore similar phenomena in
the art and fashion worlds, which are highly responsive to the shifting
winds of public sentiment. The current wave position has some things
in common with the early 1920s, since that was also the beginning
stage of a fifth wave of Cycle degree, with the mid-1930s, since wave
V should be similar in time, extent and construction to wave I, and with
the 1940s and 1950s since that was the early stage of the most recent
wave of Cycle degree. The social scene should reflect those similarities, and I think it does (see collage, next page). By the top, however,
the nostalgic conservatism of the current social scene should give way
to a wild abandon characteristic of the late 1920s and late 1960s.
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August 6, 1984
The social scene still reflects the assumed position of the market
within the overall wave structure. If the January high were a 1929 or
1968 type of top with a monstrous bear market having just begun, then
social behavior would probably be similar to that of the wild and happy
late 1920s or late 1960s. Those were great times, and judging from
personal experiences (at least as far as ’60s go!), we’re not there yet.
Today’s fun and fashion is still typical of conservative times (see collage, next page).
November 4, 1985
Unfortunately, there isn’t room in The Elliott Wave Theorist each
month to point out the continuingly revealing evidence that trends in
popular culture parallel the trends in the stock market. However, I would
like to take the space to clear up a misconception among many who
wrote in August and September worrying about the appearance of various expressions of negative mood. The point made in my Special Report
was not that cultural fads precede changes in psychology, but that they
are a direct reflection of it, as is the position and trend of the market.
Expressions of popular mood are not a leading indicator of stock trends
but a coincident one. In other words, the widespread popularity of miniskirts doesn’t forecast a top, it is the top. Therefore, this summer’s
appearance of dark fashion colors (notably offset by pink tennis shoes
among the trendsetters, just to show they’re not that serious about sporting black), long skirts, negative-theme books on the New York Times
book review, etc., is not bearish. It is merely a cultural reflection of the
mood correction that also showed up on Wall Street with falling prices
and record put buying. The only forecasting value in these phenomena
currently is that observations of popular cultural trends clearly indicate
that the public mood, and therefore the market, is not at a major top of
historic proportion. Thus, although a decline is possible on that evidence, a 1929-style collapse is highly improbable. It’s the only
implication about the future one can draw, but it is knowledge of some
value.
I can’t resist making one observation. While the public at large
reflects a cautious mood, some possible trendsetters may be seeing
through the curtain. Mick Jagger of the Rolling Stones at the 1968 top
shouted angrily, “The time is right for fighting in the street.” His current
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hit, in un-Jagger-like fashion, proclaims, “The time is right for dancing
in the street!” As Peter Kendall of the OTC Stock Journal asks, could
Mick be talking about Wall Street?
August 10, 1987
The most important popular cultural event is occurring not in the
U.S. but in Russia. The USSR is typically about 30 years behind the
West in popular culture (wasn’t it about 30 years ago that they officially accepted jazz?). Now glasnost may have bitten off more than it
can chew. Allowing private taxis and tailors is one thing. But now that
the Soviets have let rock ‘n’ roll get a foot in the door, there will be no
easy turning back from the desire for greater knowledge of the tempting joys of the freedom-loving West. This terrifically written article by
Edna Gundersen of USA Today, reproduced on the next page, says it
all. It sounds like a scene from 1957 in the U.S....
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